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Introduction
The U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) de�nes wellness as

consisting of eight di�erent dimensions: “emotional, physical, occupational, intellectual, �nancial, social,
environmental, and spiritual,” all of which “are interconnected, one dimension building on another.”1 The
relationships between these eight dimensions can be visualized in the “wellness wheel” diagram (see Figure 1).
Wellness at Penn conceptualizes wellness across these exact eight dimensions.2 A wide variety of research has
demonstrated bene�cial outcomes for students participating in programs structured around di�erent
dimensions of wellness.3 4

Figure 1: SAMHSA Wellness Wheel
While Penn o�ers a signi�cant amount of wellness

programming, taking advantage of these resources is often challenging,
as it requires students to sacri�ce other academic, professional, and/or
extracurricular commitments. Incentivized by Penn’s pre-professional
culture to maximize their schedules with resume-building activities,
Penn students are disincentivized from participating in programming
that would be worthwhile for their success5 and the wider Penn
community’s success in the long run. For this reason, we believe that,
rather than simply adding wellness programming on top of students’
schedules, Penn should focus on integrating wellness programming into
students’ existing commitments. In other words, rather than o�ering
additive programming such as weekly yoga classes and meditation
sessions, Penn should focus on bringing wellness to students in events and courses they are already participating
in. This would not only make wellness more accessible for everyone, but also demonstrate that wellness is
connected to students’ academic and learning priorities.

In this bright paper, we outline several ways in which Penn can shift from an additive to an integrative
model of wellness. These include:

● Integration of wellness into students’ academic requirements through the creation of a wellness minor
and administration of grants for wellness-related courses ful�lling requirements

● Integration of wellness into faculty teaching styles through revitalization of the Wellness Ambassadors
faculty training program

● Integration of wellness into students’ residential life through College House traditions and regular
programming

5 “Pause, Breath, Choose: Becoming the CEO of your well-being” by Naz Beshesti

4 https://europepmc.org/article/med/30832956

3 https://www.tcrecord.org/books/pdf.asp?ContentID=16058

2 https://www.upenn.edu/life-at-penn/health-and-wellness

1 https://store.samhsa.gov/sites/default/�les/d7/priv/sma16-4958.pdf

https://europepmc.org/article/med/30832956
https://www.tcrecord.org/books/pdf.asp?ContentID=16058
https://www.upenn.edu/life-at-penn/health-and-wellness
https://store.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/d7/priv/sma16-4958.pdf
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Section I: Academic Integration of  Wellness

Status Quo

Currently, Penn o�ers some courses with mindfulness and wellness components (see Figure 1).
However, there is no streamlined or organized set of courses that students can identify or use to pursue a
wellness-focused course of study. Rather, these courses are o�ered as electives within departments, such as Dr.
Angela Duckworth’s Grit Lab,6 and do not count as credits towards core requirements. Thus, if students wish
to take courses about wellness or the practice of mindfulness, they have to add on additional classes to their
schedules that do not count toward their majors, minors, or core requirements. This creates a lack of incentive
for students to take courses with wellness components.

Aside from explicitly wellness-focused courses, there are also other specialized types of courses that can
increase student wellness. For example, ABCS course o�erings for undergraduate and graduate students have
demonstrated positive increases in mental well-being amongst their participants.7 These courses8 are unique
experiences in that they both have a typical in-class learning aspect, such as a lecture or discussion-based seminar,
and a community-based service component in which Penn students work closely with and support residents of
the greater Philadelphia area.9 Because ABCS courses deviate from the typical classroom setting and grading
structure, many students �nd these courses to be opportunities for personal growth as they step away from the
typical competitive learning environment.10

In addition to the wellness aspect of ABCS courses which are catalogued on the Netter Center’s website
each semester,11 Overall, there are numerous courses already taught at Penn that could �t into a grouping of
“Wellness Courses” (see Figure 2). Although Penn has several courses that are wellness-based, these courses are
not organized or compiled on any Penn website that creates an accessible catalog of these types of courses as
with ABCS courses. This makes them di�cult to �nd and may prevent students from being aware of them as
options.

11 https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses

10ibid.

9 https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/abcs-courses/about-abcs

8 https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses

7 https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/abcs-courses/about-abcs

6 https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/lesson-grit-angela-duckworth

https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses
https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/abcs-courses/about-abcs
https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses
https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/abcs-courses/about-abcs
https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/lesson-grit-angela-duckworth
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Figure 2. A Non-Exhaustive List of  Wellness-Related Courses at Penn

In addition to the lack of visibility, integration, and promotion of wellness-related courses, there is a
similar problem in incentivizing the development of these types of courses. While Penn is a leader in the �eld of
positive psychology,12 the opportunities for undergraduates to take positive psychology and other
wellness-related courses is sparse because they count only as electives and are limited in the number of students
who can take them in a given semester.13 The Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) administers $5,000
grants to professors wishing to teach courses involving Structured, Active, In-Class Learning (SAIL) as well as
courses which utilize the Penn Museum as a learning tool.14 Similarly, the Netter Center for Community
Partnerships o�ers $10,000 grants to faculty interested in creating Academically Based Community Service
(ABCS) courses. There are also course development grants available for courses covering speci�c subject matters,
such as grants for global policy courses o�ered by Perry World House.15 Although wellness-related courses have
been shown to have substantial bene�ts for students,16 no parallel process exists for professors interested in
developing wellness-related courses for undergraduates, despite the emphasis on positive psychology in Penn’s
larger academic scope.

16 https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/prin/csj/2012/00000046/00000003/art00017;
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2012.754757?casa_token=gZ34af7pEOwAAAAA:EpHi_Yon
T08eL4bUd79x36q2TAAirWGqESINzc_aoasa73H7NKqIevtY84Ss-pJIN0kQeGtAjFz7;
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.4278/ajhp.101020-QUAN-344?casa_token=9rWM8CeCcLYAAAAA%3AxB6I
zYm9M2IMJGhQoMTgs3bKb0vxfb5KUX4tjaciLbgwByzt1d4yY0HZwCZIKBH8bJHI98GiZxH1&

15 https://global.upenn.edu/perryworldhouse/global-policy-course-enrichment-grants

14 https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/course-development-grantshttps://www.ctl.upenn.edu/course-development-grants

13 https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/in-pursuit-of-happiness-new-class-leads-charge

12 https://ppc.sas.upenn.edu/

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/prin/csj/2012/00000046/00000003/art00017
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2012.754757?casa_token=gZ34af7pEOwAAAAA:EpHi_YonT08eL4bUd79x36q2TAAirWGqESINzc_aoasa73H7NKqIevtY84Ss-pJIN0kQeGtAjFz7
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2012.754757?casa_token=gZ34af7pEOwAAAAA:EpHi_YonT08eL4bUd79x36q2TAAirWGqESINzc_aoasa73H7NKqIevtY84Ss-pJIN0kQeGtAjFz7
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.4278/ajhp.101020-QUAN-344?casa_token=9rWM8CeCcLYAAAAA%3AxB6IzYm9M2IMJGhQoMTgs3bKb0vxfb5KUX4tjaciLbgwByzt1d4yY0HZwCZIKBH8bJHI98GiZxH1&
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.4278/ajhp.101020-QUAN-344?casa_token=9rWM8CeCcLYAAAAA%3AxB6IzYm9M2IMJGhQoMTgs3bKb0vxfb5KUX4tjaciLbgwByzt1d4yY0HZwCZIKBH8bJHI98GiZxH1&
https://global.upenn.edu/perryworldhouse/global-policy-course-enrichment-grants
https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/course-development-grantshttps://www.ctl.upenn.edu/course-development-grants
https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/in-pursuit-of-happiness-new-class-leads-charge
https://ppc.sas.upenn.edu/
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Peer Institutions

Other universities have begun to implement wellness-centered courses of study that provide
opportunities for students to shape their studies around mindfulness and other wellness-related practices. For
example, Brown University has an interdisciplinary concentration called Contemplative Studies17 which allows
students to holistically explore the human experience of contemplation. They incorporate “third-person”
analytical perspectives from �elds like psychology and philosophy and combine them with “�rst-person” critical
perspectives from religious studies, mindfulness practices, and more.18

Similarly, Syracuse University has a Mindfulness and Contemplative Studies Minor focused on
mindfulness, self-inquiry, stress reduction, and overall well being.19 This program has students take 6 wellness
courses, 2 of which are mandatory and the remaining of which are elective-based.20 Likewise, Northeastern
University has a minor in Mindfulness Studies housed under the psychology department that also integrates
courses in philosophy and religion.21 Northeastern also has a Wellness Minor, which incorporates courses across
a variety of disciplines, including nutrition, communication, and the environment.22

Solutions/Recommendations

As a pioneering university, especially in the �eld of positive psychology, we suggest that Penn work to
better incorporate courses with wellness components into their main curriculum.

First, we propose that the College of Arts & Sciences work toward the creation of a wellness minor in
order to incentivize students to take wellness-related courses. This would bring together courses in �elds such as
positive psychology, religious studies, philosophy, and community engagement in a streamlined
wellness-centered course of study. The structure of the minor could—but need not be—structured similarly to
that of Brown’s Contemplative Studies Concentration Core. Given the availability of wellness-related courses at
Penn (see Figure 1), it is likely that the necessary courses for the creation of a wellness minor already exist, but
need to be organized into a coherent course of study. By formally centralizing these courses into a wellness
minor, students would be able to take these courses for their minor rather than as free electives, giving them
more reason and better space to block out time for these courses in their schedules.

Additionally, to increase the number of wellness-related courses which Penn students can successfully
integrate into their schedules, we propose that Wellness at Penn work with the Positive Psychology Center, the

22http://catalog.northeastern.edu/undergraduate/health-sciences/nursing/wellness-minor/#minorrequirementstext

21 https://bouve.northeastern.edu/ap/programs/minor-mindfulness-studies/

20 http://coursecatalog.syr.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=3&poid=1034

19 http://coursecatalog.syr.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=3&poid=1034

18 https://bulletin.brown.edu/the-college/concentrations/ctmp/

17 https://www.brown.edu/academics/contemplative-studies/

http://catalog.northeastern.edu/undergraduate/health-sciences/nursing/wellness-minor/#minorrequirementstext
https://bouve.northeastern.edu/ap/programs/minor-mindfulness-studies/
http://coursecatalog.syr.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=3&poid=1034
http://coursecatalog.syr.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=3&poid=1034
https://bulletin.brown.edu/the-college/concentrations/ctmp/
https://www.brown.edu/academics/contemplative-studies/
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Netter Center, and Paideia Program to administer course development grants to professors interested in creating
courses which focus on wellness-related concepts likely to satisfy existing major, minor, Sector, and/or
Foundational Approach requirements. This will provide students more opportunities to integrate
wellness-based courses into their existing course of study, even if they don’t want to pursue a wellness minor,
though these courses could concurrently contribute to a wellness minor, should it be developed. We use the
language “likely to satisfy” since the College typically does not render judgment on whether a new course
satis�es a given requirement until the second semester that it has been taught.23 These courses may be entirely
new or adapted from existing courses. The process for submitting and evaluating proposals should be similar to
that which CTL utilizes for SAIL and Penn Museum course grants.24 The end goal of this process should be to
have at least one wellness-related course ful�lling each of the College’s Sector requirements. By integrating
wellness not only into the curriculum but into students’ core requirements, these courses would remove time
and scheduling-related constraints that students face when wishing to engage with wellness-related concepts and
curriculum.

Creating a wellness minor in the College and providing course development grants for wellness-related
courses which satisfy requirements would provide the necessary incentives for students to engage with wellness.
This would shape a section of the student body to be well-informed on and conscientious of the multiple
dimensions of wellness which would integrate into the larger community of Penn students. In economic terms,
we can think of wellness as a good with positive externalities: the students pursuing this minor would build and
transmit knowledge to other Penn students, helping them to build an overall healthier mindset as well. A greater
focus on wellness-based curriculum would help foster a larger culture of wellness at Penn, promoting healthy
behaviors while combating “Penn face” and other problematic aspects of campus culture. While these bene�ts
may seem di�cult to quantify, we believe they are worthwhile and can be concretely veri�ed through the use of a
Wellness Mapping survey (see Appendix).

Furthermore, the combination of a wellness minor and course development grants outlined above
could provide an opportunity for Penn to play to its unique strengths and break new ground in the world of
academically integrated wellness. The Netter Center, for instance, has received international recognition for its
role in pioneering classroom community engagement through the medium of problem-solving learning.25

Including ABCS courses within the wellness minor and incentivizing the creation of wellness-related ABCS
courses through the combination of a new wellness course development grant process and existing ABCS course
development grants would allow Penn to demonstrate that community service—and perhaps other-centered
work more broadly—can be not only compatible with but constitutive of wellness. This is not simply

25 See e.g.: https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-25664-1_12

24 See e.g.: https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/structured-active-class-learning-course-development-grants

23 Dr. Bruce Lenthall and Dr. Molly McGlone in discussions with the authors, March-April 2021.

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-25664-1_12
https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/structured-active-class-learning-course-development-grants
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aspirational: data indicates that participation in academically-based community service can signi�cantly improve
students’ self-reported psycho-social wellness.26

Lastly, there is also a need for more coordination and visibility of existing wellness courses so students
can more easily locate them. Aside from creating a wellness minor, the university would also bene�t from a
centralized catalog of wellness-related courses. Both the Penn Wellness27 and Wellness at Penn28 websites lack
information about the way that wellness curriculum exists within Penn academics. Providing a list of
Wellness-related academic opportunities and wellness courses (as shown in Figure 1) can be a resource for
students looking to build balanced schedules or explore Penn’s wellness-related curriculum. An exemplar for this
might be the Netter Center’s semesterly listing of ABCS courses.29 This could also be facilitated with the ability
to �lter courses in Penn InTouch that are designated as wellness-related, similar to ABCS Courses, SNF Paideia
courses, and BFS courses. Creating a wellness designation will help students �nd courses that have a focus on
wellness, mindfulness, and positive psychology if these are things that they wish to incorporate into their
undergraduate course of studies.

Challenges and Moving Forward

Deciding Which Courses Fit the Wellness Minor
One challenge when developing a prospective minor is choosing which courses fall under such a wellness
designation and where to draw the line. Many courses can be classi�ed as wellness courses, so there will need to
be a clear designation criteria. A good starting point may be looking at other schools’ programs and coordinating
with interested professors and departments.

Adding / Creating New Courses to Add to the Minor
Adding and creating new courses will require money, time, as well as interest from professors. To tackle this
obstacle, we could promote course grants to professors as well as approach professors that are already currently
running courses covering related subject matter and ask them if they would like to modify their courses to more
closely suit a wellness minor.

Integrating Wellness Courses into College Requirements
Something to look at while moving forward is expanding wellness courses that ful�ll requirements to the other
three undergraduate schools (Nursing, Engineering, and Wharton). This would be a larger undertaking, as it

29 https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses

28 https://wellness.upenn.edu/

27 https://upennwellness.com/

26

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.2202/1949-6605.1190?casa_token=2aSIA-GS3JEAAAAA:Eb8c6TrJUEsOA3
TuYDnX2Jjy0KG4BFFGh2GKJGEQt9vzDTD-jwePdUK3sl4fSDYchgogPrQs8sU

https://www.nettercenter.upenn.edu/what-we-do/courses
https://wellness.upenn.edu/
https://upennwellness.com/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.2202/1949-6605.1190?casa_token=2aSIA-GS3JEAAAAA:Eb8c6TrJUEsOA3TuYDnX2Jjy0KG4BFFGh2GKJGEQt9vzDTD-jwePdUK3sl4fSDYchgogPrQs8sU
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.2202/1949-6605.1190?casa_token=2aSIA-GS3JEAAAAA:Eb8c6TrJUEsOA3TuYDnX2Jjy0KG4BFFGh2GKJGEQt9vzDTD-jwePdUK3sl4fSDYchgogPrQs8sU
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would require more administrative challenges. Although it would be challenging to have wellness courses count
as requirements in the other schools, it is possible and should be an area of further research.

Centralizing Wellness Resources
The challenge of creating a central location for wellness resources is making it accessible and easy-to-�nd.
Additionally, creating a wellness designation within Penn InTouch may require special programming. A �rst
step is creating a repository of Wellness-related courses in a place that is easily accessible.
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Section II: Increasing Student Wellness through Faculty Training

Status Quo

Many courses and departments at Penn operate with similar structures year in and year out. This is
particularly the case in introductory courses like biology, chemistry, and economics that draw many students
with pre-professional interests. While these large, often competitive, lecture- and lab-based courses are necessary
pieces of students’ undergraduate education, their high-pressure nature can be problematic from the perspective
of student wellness. Additionally, deadlines can pile up in these courses and stresses can compound for students,
especially at certain points in the semester. Often, it is di�cult for professors to coordinate when these particular
“hot spots” in the semester occur as they are designing syllabi and planning for academic terms.

Regarding professional development o�erings for the faculty at Penn, there are some current
opportunities for faculty which touch on issues of student wellness. For instance, the Faculty Senate o�ers a
Faculty Senate Seminar Series30 with the goal of “increas[ing] our understanding of the challenges facing Penn in
this fraught time and [...] provid[ing] a venue in which faculty questions and concerns can be voiced and
addressed.”31 Some seminars listed in this series include “Faculty Workshop: Interrogating and Re-Imagining
Expressive Public Space on the Penn Campus” and “In This Fight Together: Keeping the Penn Community Safe
and Strong.”32

The Center for Teaching and Learning has guidance and resources for professors to improve student
mental health in their courses.33 While these resources are open to all Penn faculty, many students do not feel as
though their classes properly address mental health and wellness.34 During COVID-19 and online classes, many
students are reporting greater-than-normal workload.35

In addition to university-wide professional initiatives targeted at wellness, the Wellness Ambassadors
program was initially established in 201536 by a working group in the Faculty Senate as a pilot program across
schools. This occurred after realizing the role that faculty play in recognizing student mental health issues and
connecting them to resources. One faculty member in each department receives iCARE training,37 access to
other training materials,38 and acts as an ambassador and liaison within the department for student and faculty

38 https://provost.upenn.edu/training-materials

37 https://caps.wellness.upenn.edu/icare/

36 https://www.thedp.com/article/2015/10/faculty-wellness-ambassador-initative

35 https://www.thedp.com/article/2020/09/stem-workload-online-classes-synchronous-asynchronous

34 https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1010&context=anthro_seniortheses

33 https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/policies-encourage-student-mental-health-and-wellness

32 ibid.

31 ibid.

30 https://provost.upenn.edu/senate/faculty-senate-seminar-series

https://provost.upenn.edu/training-materials
https://caps.wellness.upenn.edu/icare/
https://www.thedp.com/article/2015/10/faculty-wellness-ambassador-initative
https://www.thedp.com/article/2020/09/stem-workload-online-classes-synchronous-asynchronous
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1010&context=anthro_seniortheses
https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/policies-encourage-student-mental-health-and-wellness
https://provost.upenn.edu/senate/faculty-senate-seminar-series
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wellness, focusing speci�cally on mental health and crisis prevention.39

Although the Wellness Ambassador initiative has made important strides in recognizing the role that
faculty can play in increasing students’ mental well-being, the program is not widely advertised on department
websites, and it is unclear to what extent departments promote the program and to what extent ambassadors are
accessible to students. While the program seems to still operate within the School of Engineering40, it is unclear if
or how it has continued in other departments, especially in light of COVID-19.

Peer Institutions

In addition to work already being done at Penn, many other institutions have been advancing their
o�erings for professional development related to promoting wellness. Brown’s Mindfulness Center o�ers
training to faculty in Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR), which teaches techniques to reduce stress
and increase awareness.41 By o�ering this course, professors at Brown are able to incorporate MBSR techniques
into the classroom. Similar to Penn’s Wellness Ambassadors initiative, several other universities have faculty
members that serve as advocates and allies for student wellness within academic departments. For example, the
University of South Carolina has a Wellness Ambassadors initiative in which one faculty member from each
department works to bring di�erent wellness initiatives to their respective departments in an e�ort to increase
overall faculty understanding of both personal wellness and how they can promote it in their courses.42 Similarly,
Georgia Tech has “Well-Being Activators,” a group of faculty from each department who attend wellness
training and monthly meetings to discuss the state of wellness on campus and how to improve it.43 They also
promote wellness events and serve as facilitators in connecting members of the university community to wellness
resources.44 There is also a student branch of Well-Being Activators who work collaboratively with faculty.45

Solutions/Recommendations

SCUE recommends that the Wellness Ambassadors program be revitalized through a working group in
the Faculty Senate. Currently, Wellness Ambassadors serve to recognize potential issues with student mental
well-being and to reach out and connect them with outside resources. However, they do not serve in a role to
prevent the onset of these issues; they mostly serve to recognize existing issues students may be facing and
connect them to resources. While this role is important, we recommend that this role be expanded as a form of

45 https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators/students

44 https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators

43 https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators/employees

42 https://sc.edu/about/o�ces_and_divisions/student_health_services/faculty-sta�/wellness-ambassadors/index.php

41 https://www.brown.edu/public-health/mindfulness/teacher-training/mbsr-teacher-training-and-development

40 Professor Paulo Arratia in discussion with the authors, February 2021.

39 https://provost.upenn.edu/education/wellness

https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators/students
https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators
https://healthinitiatives.gatech.edu/get-involved/well-being-activators/employees
https://sc.edu/about/offices_and_divisions/student_health_services/faculty-staff/wellness-ambassadors/index.php
https://www.brown.edu/public-health/mindfulness/teacher-training/mbsr-teacher-training-and-development
https://provost.upenn.edu/education/wellness
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departmental leadership. In addition to iCARE training, Wellness Ambassadors should also actively work on
initiatives within their departments and provide suggestions to other faculty to increase sensitivity to student
wellness based on the training that they receive. Ideally, Wellness Ambassadors across departments would also
meet a few times a semester to discuss their work. Wellness Ambassadors may also choose to work with students
to hear their concerns and collaborate to devise departmental policies that increase overall academic wellness.
Wellness Ambassadors might also reach out to academics-based wellness groups on campus such as Wharton
Wellness and SEAS Wellness to implement more wellness initiatives and facilitate student wellness needs.

A few professors in the School of Engineering have already proven the success of this type of
department-centered model. For example, the chemical and biomolecular engineering department meets before
the start of a new semester to coordinate syllabi and minimize the amount of overlapping deadlines and
assessments for students.46 Speci�cally in the Fall of 2020, the CIS department coordinated a “Load
Management” week with minimized deadlines to help relieve student stress.47

We believe that faculty Wellness Ambassadors would have the initiative and departmental knowledge
necessary to facilitate student wellness in ways speci�cally tailored to each academic program As with anything
wellness-related, the bene�ts of these programs and policies may seem di�cult to quantify. However, we believe
a Wellness Mapping survey system could substantially help with measurement and evaluation (see Appendix).

Challenges and Moving Forward

Resources for professional development programs
The solutions and recommendations suggested in this paper will all need resources and funding to achieve their
goal. It will be a challenge to identify where this funding needs to come from as well as a challenge to obtain it.
The Faculty Senate may create a wellness-based professional development task force and use their funding to
implement it.

Creating consistency among departments
A challenge that faculty and sta� will face during departmental wellness initiatives is maintaining consistency
across departments. Due to the decentralized nature of Penn’s schools and departments, uniformity will be hard
to achieve and maintain. This might be achieved through regular meetings among Wellness Ambassadors across
the university to re�ect on challenges and discuss strategies to facilitate wellness for students and faculty in the
department. Frequent check-ins through working groups in the Faculty Senate as well as possible collaborative
meetings with student working groups may also be avenues for ensuring this initiative is e�ectively operating
across departments.

47 ibid.

46 Professor Paulo Arratia in discussion with the authors, February 2021.
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Faculty capacity for promoting wellness
A large part of the Wellness Ambassador initiative is the commitment of faculty members to serving in their role
as an ambassador. Faculty have a lot on their plate in terms of responsibilities, which is why providing proper
resources as discussed above is so vital to the success of the program. Additionally, the current Wellness
Ambassador program rotates on a yearly basis among faculty members48; this allows for a diverse array of faculty
to take on the position over a series of years. Wellness Ambassadors should be regarded as leaders within
departments and should work on delegating their responsibilities to other members of the department.

48 ibid.
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Section III: Wellness-Focused Residential Programming

Status Quo

The University currently o�ers a number of residential programs such as Program Communities that
center around student wellness, including Rodin College House’s Balanced Living Community (BL(o)C) for
upperclassmen and Ware College House’s Arts and Wellbeing for �rst-year students. BL(o)C teaches students
how to develop a personal de�nition of wellness by hosting weekly �oor events focused on teaching residents
strategies for healthy living practices and maintaining balance in their academic and social lives. Arts and
Wellbeing uses art as a mechanism to think about di�erent ways of being and how this can enact forms of
healing on campus. However, given BL(o)C’s availability to upperclassmen only and Arts and Wellbeing’s focus
on using art as the primary channel for healing, the issue lies in the accessibility of this programming for the
wider student body.

Peer Institutions

Many other institutions of higher education have successfully integrated wellness into their residential
programming. Wheaton College’s Wellness Living and Learning Community o�ers peer re�ection activities as
well as weekly programming focusing on one or more of the eight dimensions of wellness.49 Students in Temple
University’s Thrive: Wellness Living and Learning Community live together and take a �rst-year-only seminar
course taught by Wellness Resource Center sta� and peer mentors.50 The University of Vermont’s Wellness
Environment is a residential community in which all students participate in a course entitled “Healthy Brains,
Healthy Bodies,” which includes study and discussion of the health e�ects of mentorship, exercise, alcohol,
sleep, and relationships.51 Brown University plans to augment their existing wellness programming with the
creation of a wellness-focused residence hall.52 The proliferation of these programs is likely due to the fact that
wellness-focused residential programming has been shown to have many positive impacts on students. For
instance, a study of the University of Vermont’s Wellness Environment found that participating students sleep
more, exercise more, eat healthier, abuse alcohol and drugs less, and meditate more than other students at a
statistically signi�cant level.53

53 https://europepmc.org/article/med/30832956

52 https://www.brown.edu/news/2018-12-20/center

51 https://www.uvm.edu/we; https://www.uvm.edu/we/comu_001_healthy_brains_healthy_bodies;
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/college-game-plan/it-s-brain-science-university-�ghts-binge-drinking-meditation-n528
761

50 https://wellness.temple.edu/thrive-wellness-living-learning-community

49

https://wheatoncollege.edu/campus-life/housing-dining/residential-life/residence-halls/community-choices/wellness-housi
ng/

https://europepmc.org/article/med/30832956
https://www.brown.edu/news/2018-12-20/center
https://www.uvm.edu/we
https://www.uvm.edu/we/comu_001_healthy_brains_healthy_bodies
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/college-game-plan/it-s-brain-science-university-fights-binge-drinking-meditation-n528761
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/college-game-plan/it-s-brain-science-university-fights-binge-drinking-meditation-n528761
https://wellness.temple.edu/thrive-wellness-living-learning-community
https://wheatoncollege.edu/campus-life/housing-dining/residential-life/residence-halls/community-choices/wellness-housing/
https://wheatoncollege.edu/campus-life/housing-dining/residential-life/residence-halls/community-choices/wellness-housing/
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Solutions/Recommendations

Considering that �rst-year students are required to live on campus and the fact that they face the
unique challenge of adjusting from home to college life, we believe that it is imperative that Penn build a strong
foundation of wellness in students’ early college years. Thus, given the research that has proven the bene�ts that
stem from �rst-year residential programming focused on wellness, we propose that �rst-year college houses
integrate wellness into the core of their programming.

To transform �rst-year college houses into wellness-supporting spaces, we propose that they integrate
wellness into their traditions, focus, and regular programming. Examples may include study break events,
self-re�ection-focused events, self-care days, walks around campus and Philly, and other events o�ered to all
residents on a regular basis. These events should be appealing to students who are not immediately interested in
wellness but should stimulate interest and discussion surrounding wellness. These events could be hosted by the
college house itself, by student groups interested in recruiting/advertising to �rst-year students, or through
collaborations between the college house and student group(s) (e.g. BL(o)C, Penn Re�ect, and Penn Buddhism
Club) which have experience conducting similar activities. Students who attend these events may develop
and/or stimulate their interest in wellness-related activities, leading to overall greater participation in wellness
and associated student groups. Moreover, considering the myriad positive changes in student behavior that have
been documented as a result of �rst-year-focused wellness programming,54 this could result in the creation of an
overall more vibrant, healthy, and happy college house community.

We believe that our suggestions and recommendations will help to cultivate a culture of wellness
engagement that is accessible to all �rst-year students. By integrating wellness programming into existing campus
infrastructure, we hope to break down some of the barriers that discourage Penn students from practicing
wellness. Additionally, as our proposed solution focuses on �rst-year college houses, this program will help build
a strong foundation of wellness in Penn students’ early college years, a goal which is critical to developing a
student body that practices and prioritizes wellness in all facets of their lives. While our proposal may begin in
one college house, we hope that all college houses, especially �rst-year college houses, could emulate this model
of interdisciplinary and accessible wellness programming. Moreover, college houses could develop their own
unique wellness programming based on this foundation, for example, forming new Program Communities or
wellness-related half-credit residential courses similar to the model of the Modern Language Program in Gregory
College House.55 Evaluation of each of these programs could be facilitated through a Wellness Mapping survey
system (see Appendix).

55 https://gregory.house.upenn.edu/modern_language_program

54 See e.g.
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2017.1278605?casa_token=APD9hW6UUFUAAAAA:MHy
YesIWVcPK142avrgD8N2IUuzi7QKtjto4_7agdqppfTbwScOsOJWq6-ue6bNnXs-48glE9eS9ew

https://gregory.house.upenn.edu/modern_language_program
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2017.1278605?casa_token=APD9hW6UUFUAAAAA:MHyYesIWVcPK142avrgD8N2IUuzi7QKtjto4_7agdqppfTbwScOsOJWq6-ue6bNnXs-48glE9eS9ew
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/07448481.2017.1278605?casa_token=APD9hW6UUFUAAAAA:MHyYesIWVcPK142avrgD8N2IUuzi7QKtjto4_7agdqppfTbwScOsOJWq6-ue6bNnXs-48glE9eS9ew
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Challenges and Moving Forward

Teaching Load and Sta�ng
College houses may have limited resources and time to create and execute new wellness programming. Sta�ng
residential wellness programs and events could be supported by collaborating with existing wellness groups on
campus to plan and execute these events. Further, RAGAs and other upperclassmen (e.g., BL(o)C residents)
could be a part of creating these new house traditions and helping �rst year residents engage more seriously with
wellness.

Ensuring Continuity and Commitment
Should our suggestions be implemented, and courses and programs focused around wellness created and
expanded, another central challenge could be the continuity of and enduring commitment to these e�orts.
Often, changes in the residential programming context are led by individuals or small groups within the Penn
community. To guarantee that turnover does not a�ect the programs in the long run, we suggest placing these
e�orts under the supervision of a university-wide administrative body (e.g. CHAS) to ensure continuity.
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Conclusion
With these solutions, we can start to shape Penn into a university community in which wellness is

viewed as an integral part of everyday college life. All three of our sections will assist in contributing to a
community that values the integration of wellness initiatives into multiple dimensions of campus life. Creating a
wellness minor, incentivizing the development of new wellness-related courses which ful�ll requirements, and
centralizing wellness course resources will allow for students and faculty to have easier access to existing wellness
courses and give students more opportunities to integrate wellness into their semesterly schedules. Revitalizing
wellness-based faculty training will encourage professors to consider student wellness when structuring their
courses, further contributing to a wellness-centered community mindset. The �nal recommendation for
wellness-centered residential programming will allow for integrative wellness initiatives to extend past the
classroom and give opportunities for students to further develop, explore, and prioritize their interest in
integrating wellness into their university experience.

SCUE recommends the following action:
● Create a wellness minor by bringing together existing wellness courses with potential new wellness

content
● Provide course development grants for wellness courses that can count towards requirements in the

College
● Create a uni�ed, easily accessible catalog of all wellness-related courses o�ered at Penn
● Emphasize wellness-focused professional development for professors and departments
● Introduce more wellness-related residential programming
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Appendix: Additional Proposal for a Wellness Mapping Survey
System

In 2017, Penn administered the Perception of Undergraduate Life and Student Engagement (Penn
PULSE) survey56 with the goal of gathering data across a range of topics, including student health, wellness,
academic life, and social life. This survey is an important step toward understanding Penn’s strengths and
weaknesses with regards to cultivating wellness. However, the survey is only administered once every 4 years,57

meaning the average student only takes it once. Similarly, in 2018, GAPSA administered a mental health survey
for graduate students.58 No such study exists for current undergraduates, preventing faculty from gaining an
up-to-date picture of their students’ mental health and overall wellness.

MIT o�ers an example of a particularly in-depth Student Quality of Life survey which they ran in 2017.
Just as Penn did with its 2017 PULSE survey, MIT made the results of its survey accessible. However, by
integrating with Tableau, MIT allows viewers to interact with the data and break it down by the gender,
race/ethnicity, and current residence of the respondent.59 This allows for unique and speci�c insights not o�ered
by the Penn PULSE survey. To name one example, students living in fraternities were the highest share of
respondents to report being ‘Very Satis�ed’ with being a student at MIT.60 With Penn’s new mandate on
sophomores living on campus and being on the meal plan going into e�ect this coming semester, this example
from MIT and the lack of similarly �ne-grained data on student wellness at Penn raises questions about whether
faculty at Penn have a su�cient understanding of student wellness across campus.

We propose that Penn initiate a university-wide Wellness Mapping system inspired by the wellness
surveys done at MIT and in Penn GAPSA. The system will enable students to log their stress levels weekly,
encourage them to �nd patterns in their stress levels, and learn to cope with stress better. As the information
accumulates, the data obtained within this project will be a resource for faculty members when they are
designing syllabi and adjusting assignments to be mindful of students’ workloads. If faculty members have a
better knowledge of how student stress levels vary over a semester, this should help them schedule assignments/
exams in such a way that they avoid the midterm-rush and overwhelming students with assignments. The faculty
conversations around improving syllabi based on the Wellness mapping can be facilitated by the rebooted faculty
wellness ambassadors (see Section II).

As for the structure of the survey, we envision that it will contain three categories of questions: 1. “How
are you doing?”, 2. “Do you know why?”, and 3. “How busy are you?”. The �rst category, “How are you

60 https://web.mit.edu/fnl/volume/295/ir.html

59 https://alum.mit.edu/slice/students-meltdown-generates-stress-survey-important-discussion

58 www.thedp.com/article/2018/09/mental-health-graduate-students-philadelphia-penn-upenn-gapsa

57https://www.upenn.edu/ir/surveys/PULSE/IR&A%20PULSE%202017%20Survey%20Inventory.pdf?pdf=PULSE%202
017%20Inventory

56https://radix.www.upenn.edu/ir/secure/results/PennPULSE%202017.pdf?pdf=PULSE%202017%20Results
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doing?” brie�y checks in with each student. It will contain a quick emoji mood log (see examples like Daylio and
Tangerine), subjective evaluations of stress and �ourishing, and evaluation of academic performance level. For
the subjective evaluation of stress and �ourishing, we encourage that the developers of the Wellness Mapping
refer to existing scales like perceived stress scale, or many positive-psychology related surveys developed and
published on the Authentic Happiness website, although there is no obligation to fully adapt one survey. The
academic performance level survey will measure, �rstly and subjectively, how students are doing compared to
how they wish they were doing, and secondly and objectively, what kind of grades they are getting. The second
category, “Do you know why?” will brie�y ask the students to self-identify the factors contributing to malstress
and happiness. We are primarily thinking of an easy selection of potential factors (factors shown with icons like
the example of Daylio), although there could be a section for students to write on their own with more detailed
notes of how they are. The third category, “How busy are you?” will collect data regarding the number of
graded/non-graded assignments/exams during the week, approximate hours committed for extracurricular
commitments (clubs, internships, jobs, work-study). This is intended to collect data on how a week in the life of
an average Penn student looks in terms of time spent on academic and extracurricular commitments. Data about
each student’s demographics should be collected as well, including gender, race/ethnicity, current residence,
major/minor, and enrollment in wellness-related courses (if any) to help with program targeting and evaluation.

This data would be useful for both faculty and students on a number of levels. It could prompt faculty
to respond to changes in student wellness by adjusting their courseloadas from week-to-week when possible.
More generally, it would enable faculty members to have better knowledge of how students, on average, are
doing over the course of a semester. The information could also be helpful for students in an individualized
sense. Students could receive automated individual feedback that encourages them to re�ect on the statistics of
their Wellness Mapping results and provide resources for improving wellness as a college student.

SCUE suggests a core task force be established to work on this project. Its members can come from
across the university, but the primary targets would be faculty members or graduate/undergraduate students
who are interested in (1) improving student wellness through this project, (2) using the data obtained for their
research, and (3) having a hands-on app development experience. For technical development, another option is
to work with Penn Labs. Other possible collaborators are the SNF Paideia program, the psychology department,
SEAS Wellness, Experience Design and Technology Lab (xLab), and Penn Wellness.

We envision two main challenges with respect to implementing a university-wide Wellness Mapping
system: participation and data management. First, the success of this project depends on the participation rate of
the students, so it is essential to strategically plan advertisements, incentives, nudges and app UX/ UI to attract
as many students as possible. One suggestion is to integrate it into an existing application, such as Penn Canvas
or a Penn Lab app. Another strategy may be to model it after something like Penn Open Pass61 that has been
used for COVID-19 check-ins, though it would not be required for students to enter buildings. Rather, students

61https://www.pennmedicine.org/news/internal-newsletters/system-news/2020/november/tracking-covid-symptoms-to-re
duce-risk

https://daylio.net/
https://www.tangerine.app/
https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/testcenter
https://daylio.net/
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would receive daily message reminders to complete their check-in. If the budget allows, further gift incentives or
a detailed nudge design could be implemented. Additionally, as the data could contain some private
information and is intended to be shared widely, it is crucial that the project obtain clear consent from students
about participation.


